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PRODUCT  CHARACT ERIST ICS  

Issuer EFG International Finance 

Long Term Ratings (Fitch A / Moody’s A3) 

Maturity 6 years 

Currency EUR 

Denomination 1'000.00 

Underlyings 

EURO iSTOXX 50 Decrement 5%  
ISHARES MSCI AUSTRALIA ETF  
OMX Stockholm 30 Index  
Swiss Market Index® 

Autocall 
Observations 

Semi Annual 

Coupon Type Conditional 

Coupon Trigger 80% of the initial fixing 

Memory Feature Yes 

Autocall Trigger 
100% of the initial fixing (1st Observation 
from Month 12) 

Strike Level 100% of the initial fixing 

Protection Barrier  70% of the initial fixing (EUROPEAN) 

Issue Price 100% 

CURRENCY &  COUPO N    

Currency EUR 

Coupon (per annum) 7.06% 

ISIN CH0383100911 

7.06% P.A CONDITIONAL COUPON 
 

This note is available for Retail and Private Accredited Investors. These pricings are applicable to today’s market conditions.  
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Members of the Reserve Bank of Australia said that the country's 
economy was growing in line with expectations. Price pressure remained 
broadly subdued, the minutes said, thanks in part to a strengthening 
Australian dollar and a softening greenback. At the meeting, the bank 
kept its benchmark lending rate unchanged at the record low 1.50 
percent, as expected. The bank reiterated that the low level of interest 
rates is continuing to support the Australian economy. Policymakers also 
noted more consistent signs of non-mining business investment picking 
up.  
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The sentiment indicator for the Swedish economy rose slightly further in 
June and continues to imply a very high GDP growth. But the indicator 
has overrated actual growth noticeably in quarters ahead. The sentiment 
for overall economy rose to 112.1 from 111. On the contrary, confidence 
in the manufacturing sector improved from already elevated levels, 
noted Nordea Bank in a research report. Sentiment for manufacturing 
industry rose to 119.9 from 117. 

 
 
The euro-area economy recorded its fastest expansion in six years in 
the second quarter even as momentum eased in June due to weakening 
services activity. A composite purchasing managers’ index (PMI) 
dropped to a five-month low of 55.7, IHS Markit said on Friday. 
Economists surveyed by Bloomberg predicted the index would ease to 
56.6 from 56.8 in May. Manufacturing grew at its steepest pace since 
2011, while a gauge for services slipped to a five-month low. The report 
comes two weeks after the European Central Bank said risks to the 
economic outlook were broadly balanced and no longer tilted to the 
downside. The recovery is broadly based and companies are adding jobs 
at a brisk pace amid strong optimism about future growth. 

 
The Swiss economy is projected to expand at a slightly slower pace this 
year, according to the quarterly economic forecast published by the 
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs. The expert group of SECO on 
Tuesday said gross domestic product will grow only 1.4 percent this 
year. At the same time, projection for 2018 was retained at 1.9 
percent. A further marked increase in economic momentum is to be 
expected over the coming quarters given the promising outlook for the 
global economy and positive leading indicators. 
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